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Abstract 

Emergence of internet as a widespread tool for massive-scale and real-time 

communication, resulted in extensive use of bots for disingenuous purposes. Twitter has 

become so dominant to phishers to spread phishing attacks using bots due to its vast 

propagation but hard to be detected nature unlike other services because of its fast spread 

in the network. In this paper, we proposed a bot detection model that has two modules 

,the first stage is classifying the tweets as “malicious tweet” and “legitimate tweet” by 

integrating URL based features using models based on machinelearning and second stage 

is analyzing the twitter users and classifying them as bot or normal user, using a set of 

reduced simple counter features that could potentially overcome the limitations of 

computationally expensive models that require large numbers of features, large labeled 

datasets for training purposes, and access to the recent history of activity of the account 

profile to scrutinize. Experimentation has been performed on public data sets using three 

following classifiers namely, Naive Byes, SVM (Support vector Machine) and MLP 

classifier and the results illustrate that the proposed system achieves improvement while 

exploiting a small and interpretable set of features compared with existing approaches for 

MSBD. 

Keywords: Malicious social bots, Machine Learning, MLP, Malicious URL, Online 

Social Networks (OSNs). 
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Introduction 

The rise of smart devices, technology and 

high-speed internet have resulted in the more 

usage of Online social networks (OSNs), this 

leads to interaction between humans on a 

large volume. As per the research by Kemp 

[1], 4.2 billion social network accounts are 

present in the world, which is 53 percent of 

the total population. The monthly count of 

active accounts in twitter is 330 million [2]. 

Open platform of twitter to share the 

opinions gave it a redundant eventuality to 

impact the users. The influence of online 

services on the public resulted in the 

generation of automated accounts or bots. 

According to the study by Stefan et al [3], 

bots participated 66% of all tweeted links to 

popular websites. Social bots are an 

advantage when they act as helpers in 

aggregating and delivering news feeds and 

disadvantage when misused by creating bots 

for malicious activities. Bot is aset of 

software code in social network that function 

as a actual user in social online services [4], 

[5]. Moreover, malicious bots generate fake 

identities, change reviews, circulate spam-

messages etc. [4]. Phishing attack, which is a 

type of social engineering that deceive 

victims by exposing them to a fraudulent site 

where their sensitive information is collected 

for performing illegal crimes.  

 

Phishing attacks have now focused on online 

services like myspace, twitter, fb, etc., that 

basically target email users. Twitter has become 

so dominant to phishers to spread phishing 

attacks due to its vast propagation but hard to be 

detected nature unlike other services because of 

its fast spread in the network [6]. A malicious 

bot share tweets containing malicious links 

leaving legitimate users unprotected. Due to the 

presence of malicious bots in the network, twitter 

services are exposed to vulnerabilities. So, in 

this paper, a learning model is being proposed 

which will, with the help of built model, filter 

out those twitter accounts which have a bot like 

activity and are sharing malicious URLs. 

Most, of the methods introduced detect bots at 

the accountlevel, given a record of activity (e.g., 

a few hundred tweets posted by a user), the 

algorithm would determine whether the 

scrutinized account is a bot or not, they focus on 

the overall account’s activity. Though quite 

successful, these approaches are expensive as 

they require significant amounts of data for each 

user to be scrutinized. So, there is the 

requirement of a tweet level bot detection that 

could overcome these limitations. The main 

objective is to develop a novel architecture that 

combines text-based and metadata-based 

features for detecting malicious bots on Twitter 

using machine learning algorithms. Next to 

investigate the effectiveness of combining 

accessible metadata with textual data integrating  
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URL based features when detecting 

malicious bots on twitter and to  benchmark 

the proposed model with the existing models 

using URL based features of machine 

learning applied tobot detection in twitter 

network. 

 

Related Work 

In the approach by Sayyadiharikandeh M 

[7], the diversities of different kind of bots 

are handled by training classifiers specialized 

for individual group of bots, and a bot-score 

is calculated for each classifier and the class 

with the highest bot-score determines the 

respective class. They have also done a cross- 

domain analysis of their classifier by testing 

it on separate datasets. They have used a 

high- dimensional feature set consisting 

1200 features from six categories. 

Considering a high feature set including an 

account’s actions and social connections 

improves accuracy but reduces scalability 

[8]. 

 

In [9] the author proposed a bot 

identification method based on click stream 

transition probability and clustering 

approach. In this they have also include 

feature related to timealong with user click 

stream pattern and clustering based on 

semi-supervised model. The experimental 

results of this approach on real time network 

showed that the accuracy for detection based 

on click patterns there is an increase of 12.8% 

when compared with quantitative  behavior 

analysis. 

 

G. Lingam [10], proposed a model, to 

detect social bot among legitimate users 

they used social graph characteristics. Here 

by using social features of user as state and 

learning movement among the states as 

action, they designed a deep Q- graph 

model in the twittersocial network by 

updating Q-value function. For this “state-

action” function, to build probability values 

of transition between Q pairs they included 

all the Q-pairs. 

 

In the paper [11], author considered the bot 

detection from Chinese Sina Weibo online 

social network. Here they used deep neural 

network(DNN) model consisting of attention 

mechanism along with recurrent 

bidirectionalgated unit and residual unit by 

including 30 features based on four different 

sections of timing, metadata, 

communication and content. This model 

obtained 0.98 accuracy. Since it has been 

developed for Sina Weibo, the efficiency of 

this for twitter has to be checked. The 

existing models for the identification of 

twitter bots assumes extensive access to 
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social media data [12]. They detect the 

bots and block them. However, bots can 

create a new account and post new 

malicious tweets again. The malicious 

bots can manipulate the information 

present in the tweets. The interaction 

features are  robust but extracting these 

features required more time because of 

extremely large volume of the network. 

 

System Methodology 

System Model 

Figure 1: System Model 

The figure above depicts the suggested 

system's technique. The suggested system 

foranalyzing and detecting malicious bots 

in twitter is implemented using the 

following two stages: 

1. In the first stage we use three machine 

learning models to classify the tweets 

by integrating URL based features, by 

extracting the urls posted in the tweets 

into one of the two categories “phishing 

tweet” or “legitimatetweet”. 

2. In the second stage, we use a user 

analysis mechanism based on simple reduced 

set of counter features to detect bots, which 

can reduce the spread of phishing links on 

Twitter. 

 

Classification of the tweets by analyzing 

URLs present in the tweets 

Based on our research, Google's secure 

browsing is used by twitter to identify and 

secure from phishing links. The new URLs that 

have not been added to the database cannot be 

detected by this approach. These services need 

four days on average to add new site into the 

database, but tweets will be accessed within a 

day after posting. This limits the users from 

being protected in real time. In our approach we 

used machine learning for detection. 

Our tweet classification process is divided into 

two stages building stage and detection stage. In 

building stage, we used dataset having 

“malicious urls” and “legitimate urls” including 

many features out of which we used the most 

efficient features to build three machine learning 

models. This building stage is implemented 

during the learning process. In next detection 

stage we extract the urls from the tweets 

collected using tweeter API. From these urls we 

have extracted the features we used in the 

building stage and used the model 
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that gave us the highest accuracy in the 

learning process for prediction of 

malicious tweets based on URLfeatures. 

We implement this, whenever a tweet is 

extracted. 

 

 

Figure 2: Malicious URL Detection 

1) Dataset: This module used the 

“Phishing Websites Data Set” for the 

learning and detection of phishing 

websites. This dataset is published in 

the UCI repository
 [Link]

. This dataset is 

accessible in the CSV file format and 

labeled with two classes “phishing” (0) 

and “legitimate” (1). 

2) Description of the dataset: This section 

described the “Phishing Websites Data 

Set” using Pandas Python API, as 

shown below. This dataset has 18 

columns with 17 features of URLs and 

are labeled as “Phishing URL” or 

“legitimate URL”. Every column has 

11055 rows data of integer data (0 and 

1). 

3) Features representation: First we 

extract the URLs from the retrieved 

tweets. Next using python, from the 

URLs we derive the attributes used in 

thebuilding stage of the models and 

designate them as integer vector, which is 

having the following function: 

f = 1 presence of the attribute 

f = 0 absence of the attribute 
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Twitter User Account Analysis 

The next stage of our model is the 

interpretation of user accounts for bot 

detection. In this second module, first we 

train the model using decision tree, multi- 

layer perceptron, SVC, NB algorithms 

with the dataset of bot and human 

accounts. We use the model that gave the 

highest accuracyfor the prediction of bot 

account. 

 

 

Figure 3: User Account Analysis 

4) Dataset: The dataset we used to predict 

users as "Bot" or "Legitimate Account" 

contain user accounts labeled as “bot” or 

“human”, along with the five counter 

features that do not require data 

preprocessing. 

 

 

 

 

Listed_Count 

Followers_Count 

Favorites_Count 

Friends_Count 

Statuses_Count 

5) Features representation: Once the account 

is identified as posting malicious url, then 

the five attributes used in dataset are 

collected in the JSON format using “user” 

object of the Twitter API and represented as 

integer vector. These five features illustrate 

the account usage at basic level. Then 

using these features and multi-layer 

perceptron model that gave highest 

performance, we classify the account. 

 

Experimental Result 

In this section, we present the prediction 

results that we have obtained, with the three 

classifiers, for malicious URLs, then for 

bot. Prediction results for malicious bot: 

Concerning the prediction results of 

malicious bot, obtained the best accuracy, 

which is 90.26% with the MLP classifier. As 

depicted in figure 18, the prediction results 

of malicious URLs with the Naive Bayes and 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) model are 

acceptable with an accuracy of 80% and 

81% respectively, but the obtained results by 

the MLP classifier are more with an 

accuracy of 92%. Therefore, the accuracy 
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score produced by the MLP Classifier 

approach is the greatest. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Accuracy 

 

 

We have implemented our model as a tool, 

which can be used to detect malicious 

tweets and malicious bots. An interface of 

the application, for searching the tweets 

based on the keyword is shown in figure 5, 

and the latest tweets collected based on the 

searched keyword and the classification of 

these tweets as “legitimate” and “phishing” 

is shown in the figure 6. Thus, if a 

malicious tweet is identified, the user can 

see which user account has posted the 

malicious tweet. The last step of our 

application is the analysis of the user 

account (see Figure 7), to detect weather 

the account is a bot account or normal 

account. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Search Tweets 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Collected Tweets 

 

 

Figure 7: Bot Prediction 
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Conclusion 

In this work, we have tackled the problem 

of malicious bots in twitter networks. Twitter 

bots are very dangerous if they are 

broadcasting malicious links. So, we 

proposed an approach comprising of two 

steps, which are analysis of links, next the 

analysis of accounts using machine learning 

that can accurately detect bots which are 

posting malicious URLs. The prediction 

module extracts real-time tweets from 

theTwitter server and implanted the 

developed model for prediction of malicious 

bots which shares malicious websites. This 

model can help in reducing APT attacks, 

phishing attacks etc. as the beginning point 

for these types of attack is generally the 

malicious links circulated through social 

networking sites. Once if the source of these 

malicious URLs is detected then these attacks 

can be prevented. The results illustrated that 

the proposed system achieves improvement 

while leveraging a small and interpretable set 

of features compared with existing 

approaches. 
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